Bklyn BookMatch: Various Interests

This list was created by a librarian with the Brooklyn Public Library for a reader. Would you like your own personalized list of reading suggestions? Visit Bklyn BookMatch here: www.bklynpubliclibrary.org/readers-advisory

Created by BklynStephE

Days without end : a novel
Barry, Sebastian, 1955- author.
FIC BARRY

Playing America's game : baseball, Latinos, and the color line
Burgos, Adrian, 1969-
796.357 B

Open city : a novel
Cole, Teju.
FIC COLE

Manhattan Beach : a novel
Egan, Jennifer, author.
FIC EGAN

The flamethrowers [BOOK DISCUSSION] : a novel
Kushner, Rachel.
FIC KUSHNER

The arm : inside the billion-dollar mystery of the most valuable commodity in sports
Passan, Jeff, author.
796.3572 P